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Qin Shuang’s eyes suddenly became angry, and he squatted down and probed George
Han’s body with his own energy.

But the disappointment is as great as the hope is. There is no energy fluctuation in
George Han’s body, even the most common life characteristics of human beings. There
was no breathing, heartbeat, etc., either.

These are enough to prove that George Han is dead.

“Perhaps, he broke the contract when he knew he couldn’t hold on.” At this time, Shen
Xuzi said softly.

As soon as these words came out, Xiaobai and Linlong smiled suddenly, because this
was indeed possible.

This can also explain to the greatest extent why things have developed like this. They
are fine, but George Han is dead.

The two beasts fell into grief at once, unexpectedly, when George Han was about to die,
he would even consider them both.

“Senior Sister Qin Shuang, George is really…” Linlong looked at George Han’s body in
disbelief.

Qin Shuang did not answer, but the tears in his eyes fell again. It is enough to explain all
the problems.

Linlong’s whole body was unstable, he almost staggered to the ground, his eyes were
full of incredible: “He… is he really dead?”

Xiao Bai and Shen Xuzi both lowered their heads silently at this time, their eyes full of
sadness.

“George Han, you can’t die. Have you forgotten what you told me? You have your own
things that you haven’t done, and I need your help. We have to fight side by side. How
can you let go I don’t care?” Lin Long had tears in his eyes, if he said that before, he had
been confused that he was okay. Therefore, George Han would not have trouble as the
master, so now, after knowing that George Han was really dead, Linlong finally could not
suppress his inner sadness.

He is a beast, but during this period of time with George Han, he had a very happy life.



With the help of George Han, he also built a different confidence and a different ambition,
but only halfway through, he suddenly let go.

George Han is his master, but to Linlong, he is even more of his friend!

“What do you want me to do after a dragon?” Linlong smiled bitterly, looking at the sky,
so unfair: “Or, I should have gone back. Continue to be my bastard?”

“Even if the contract is cancelled, I will never accept others as the masters.” Xiaobai
gritted his teeth and left his vow.

George Han rescued it. Although it is the king of beasts, it does not mean that it has no
conscience.

But at this moment, when Qin Shuang’s tear fell on George Han’s body. It began to
slowly penetrate the black ashes on George Han’s skin, and eventually fell on George
Han’s skin.

George Han’s fingers moved suddenly.

Immediately afterwards, when the two men and the two beasts were extremely sad,
suddenly a voice came.

“Drawing a sword is very tiring, can’t you guys let me rest quietly? It’s really noisy.”

As soon as the voice fell, George Han opened his eyes with difficulty, and then sat up
strenuously.

Seeing this move, Qin Shuang’s whole body suddenly conquered.

Immediately after. Qin Shuang cried with joy, and shouted loudly: “He is not dead, he is
not dead. George Han is not dead.”

Listening to Qin Shuang’s voice, looking at George Han who was sitting up, Linlong
smiled bitterly, and Xiao Bai looked at him in surprise.

Shen Xuzi smiled and shook his head helplessly, really scared to death by this guy.

George Han shook his head helplessly, he was indeed dead. But suspended animation.

The intense fire almost cut off his meridians, and the huge demon energy also entered
the body at the same time, making the body that was not under heavy burden even
worse. After pulling out the Sword Demon God Sword completely, his body was almost
completely hollowed out.

Although George Han has his own energy body, he can’t use it after all, relying on
energy to completely protect it independently, which simply cannot withstand such a
powerful double attack of energy outside.



The two forces fought in George Han’s body. In the end, the two energies tend to lose
out, and the external energy attack disappears completely. But the two energies in the
body were almost extinguished.

In addition, the body was completely internalized and empty, so George Han died.

But Qin Shuang’s tears broke the balance.

It’s like in a balance, the two sides that were originally completely balanced suddenly
have something extra, even just a feather, it will change the result.

Qin Shuang’s tears were precisely this feather. The Jinneng in George Han’s body was
awakened again, and he quickly repaired George Han’s body, soon. He woke up again.

Seeing George Han wake up, after Qin Shuang shouted excitedly, a big bear hugged.
Hugging George Han directly, the whole person cried with joy.

After a long time, Qin Shuang finally remembered with embarrassment. Quickly loosen
George Han gently. Because of this hug, the green gauze also gave George Han a
half-wash. A lot of ashes stuck to Qin Shuang’s clothes. George Han was full of black
ashes. Most of his body is also exposed.

Qin Shuang lowered his head in embarrassment because of the gaffe just now, but at
the moment when he lowered his head, because he was facing each other, George
Han’s clothes were burned out, and a lot of ashes were cleared, and he was hugged by
Qin Shuang. The body has reflected…

Qin Shuang’s cold face was instantly red and hot…

Chapter 1708

From the face all the way to the roots of the ears, from the roots of the ears to the
neck…

George Han was shocked by her shy appearance for the first time. After all, Qin Shuang,
who was blushing, was really cute, and his watery skin was white and red, and it could
be broken by anti-Buddhist bombs. Go touch it.

The second time, it was George Han who was stunned for a while, and he was stunned
to find that he was completely naked.

And because Qin Shuang’s head is down. and so……

Sometimes, something like embarrassment, when you are not embarrassed, others will
be embarrassed.

George Han touched his head embarrassedly: “Um, I’ll go find some leaves.”



But as soon as he stepped out, George Han fell directly to the ground, and the
heart-piercing pain throughout his body immediately followed his brain. The body that
had just been injured by the Demon Sword and the Demon Qi was completely wounded.
His energy repair was also a serious internal injury, and the external injury hadn’t had
time, George Han moved. Suddenly he moved his whole body, so he was seriously
damaged and fell directly.

Seeing George Han fall, Qin Shuang subconsciously stretched out his hand to lift
George Han. As soon as the two hands touched each other, Qin Shuang’s face turned
red again, and George Han felt quite embarrassed.

Down from the mountain. Shen Xuzi looked back at the mountain at this time, with a little
emotion. After a while, he turned and looked at George Han: “The origin of the cause will
gather, and the cause will be scattered. The forbidden area of   the dead is about to
disappear forever, and it is time to say goodbye. time.”

After finishing speaking, he looked at George Han’s hand that was just a little red light,
and smiled: “One of the most masculine artifacts in the world, even he surrendered to
you. It seems that I The choice is not wrong.”

Hearing Shenxuzi talking about the Zhenyao Divine Sword, George Han remembered
the sword he was holding. He looked down and saw that the sword was one meter long
and the sword was slender. The body was slightly red, and the two mysterious birds on
the hilt of the sword sang together, like a gentleman in the sword, with a demeanor and
a sense of solemnity.

Sure enough, it was a good sword.

Seeing George Han lowered his head and looked at him at this time, the Demon Sword
Sword also made a long cry, as if responding to George Han.

“The Zhenyao Divine Sword is one of the rare artifacts in the world. Master, you use him
to practice the Rainfall Divine Sword. It is of great help to you. At the same time, you
have it to help you in the future. It’s not too early and I should leave too. Master, your
internal consumption is extremely serious and your body is extremely weak. It is better
to take more rest nearby before setting off. We are destined to see you again.” Shen
Xuzi finished. With a light smile, his body became thinner and thinner.

In the end, it becomes a green smoke with the world and leaves in a misty way. And the
mountain where the Necropolis was located suddenly disappeared out of thin air, and
there was no mountain in front of George Han and the others. There is only an
inconspicuous green grass.

The sky is clear, the sun shines all over the earth, and the birds and flowers fragrant for
a while, and the beautiful scenery is revealed.

The two of George Han did not leave. With George Han’s current injury, he must be
recuperated.



Qin Shuang set up a temporary residence for George Han. Although the conditions were
crude, Qin Shuang was very serious about repairing the residence as much as possible.

With tree trunks as support, large leaves as tiles, and then spread with hay, although
simple is a bit crude, it is very comfortable.

George Han lay on the grass. With a root of hay hanging in his mouth, Erlang’s legs are
tilted, and a large leaf is covered on his body, shaking his legs leisurely. Pulling like a
nouveau riche, quietly looking at Qin Shuang who was catching fish in the distant river.

At this time, Qin Shuang’s beautiful face was sweaty, and a pair of fascinating electric
eyes stared at the fish in the water intently, and his white and smooth hands grasped the
harpoon made of branches, ready to attack.

She has tried several times, but every time she misses the fish.

Since she was a child of heaven, she can’t even cook, let alone catch fish. But she knew
that George Han needed nutritional supplements during the rest period, so she still
stubbornly chose to catch a fish for George Han to eat.

Like he takes care of himself. Take care of her.

But Qin Shuang realized that she didn’t, she could only study in embarrassment and
seriousness, and try to do her best.

“Senior Sister, watch your heart with your hands, watch your eyes with your heart, and
you must hit the shot!” George Han shouted loudly, shaking his calf.

Qin Shuang nodded. Wiping the sweat from his forehead: “Watch your heart with your
hands, watch your eyes with your heart!”

Hit it!

Qin Shuang was immediately excited like a child, dancing with joy, carrying a fish to
show off his achievements to George Han.

Set fire and roast. Qin Shuang originally saw George Han driving in a light car and
thought it was such a simple thing, but when he did it, he was clumsy and panicked.
Under her tossing, a fish finally lost half of it and declared Cooked.

Holding the tree fork, Qin Shuang did not give the grilled fish to George Han, but rather
carefully tore off the battered fish with his slender hands by himself, and then tried to
tear it by himself to cast it. Hey George Han.

George Han smiled helplessly, Qin Shuang was too gentle when eating, so even if he
took care of himself, he was gentle. Although he is indeed unable to move now, it does
not mean that he may hang up at any time. He took the fish and took a bite directly.



“Senior Sister. Grilling fish is the same as eating noodles. It is not tasty enough to chew
slowly. It will be refreshing only if you sizzle.” George Han smiled.

He didn’t want Qin Shuang to be too strenuous, he was not a last resort. Nor is it a
troublesome person.

Qin Shuang nodded, holding his knees in both hands, looking at George Han: “This time,
thank you.”

George Han ate the fish and laughed: “If you have to thank me, if you have to thank me,
then give me a loyal protector award.”

Hearing George Han’s joke, Qin Shuang couldn’t help but smile slightly: “By the way,
who was the old man just now? Why did he call you Master?”

George Han was stunned. He really didn’t know how to answer this question, so he
could only smile awkwardly: “He said he was called Kidney Deficiency, and he didn’t
know if he had been detained for too long, and his brain was a little abnormal. He had to
force it. I was his master, and I reluctantly agreed to him in order to get the golden body.”

Qin Shuang nodded: “He seems to be alone, giving me a very familiar feeling, but I
really don’t know him.”

“Why do you think about this? He is my apprentice, and I am your slave. He can’t call
you uncle when he sees you?” George Han was in a good mood.

“That’s right.” Qin Shuang nodded.

“Senior Sister, give it to you.” At this time, George Han handed the Demon Sword Divine
Sword to Qin Shuang’s face.

Seeing the Zhenyao Divine Sword, Qin Shuang was taken aback, and looked at George
Han in confusion.

Shenxuzi said that the Sword of Demon Suppression is one of the most masculine
artifacts in the world. It can suppress evil spirits. George Han chose to give it to Qin
Shuang. The main purpose is to want it to be by Qin Shuang’s side and to suppress the
Beast King’s gold. The evil spirit in her body to protect her from evil spirits.
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This is for her, but George Han is also for herself.

After all, she was able to suppress the evil spirits in her body earlier, and George Han
was less burdened.

“You want to give it to me?” Qin Shuang puzzled.



She doesn’t know the level of the Demon Sword, but she understands something that
can be used to suppress the Beast King Golden God. An extraordinary product.

In this world, there are two things that slander practitioners the most. One is a spiritual
pet and the other is naturally a magic weapon, and the Demon Sword is undoubtedly a
good magic weapon, and it is an irresistible temptation for anyone to refuse.

Qin Shuang wanted it too, but she quickly smiled softly: “No more. You put it away, it will
help you.”

George Han shook his head: “I’m just a slave, and I don’t have any cultivation base.
Holding it is also a violent thing. You are different. You can achieve each other. Besides,
don’t you want to take the entrance exam? It can help you .”

Qin Shuang’s face was embarrassed, and George Han’s words made sense. With the
help of the Demon Sword, her entrance examination would be much better, but Qin
Shuang believed that she had no merit, so how could she ask for it? What about George
Han.

“Take it.” George Han smiled, and directly placed the Demon Sword in Qin Shuang’s
hand.

For George Han, he already has everything with the Pangu Axe, and other things are
not very important to him.

Qin Shuang’s current physical condition was caused by himself in the end. So don’t talk
about one Demon Sword, there are ten, George Han will never frown.

“Just as I was to bribe my master, or to invest in the future boss.” George Han smiled.

Seeing George Han like this, Qin Shuang also knew that his hospitality was hard to
come by: “Then I promise you that I will succeed in entering the palace and will not
disappoint your high expectations.”

“You accept it.” Qin Shuang handed his sword to George Han again at this time: “One
thing for one thing, if you don’t want it, then I don’t want it either. Although it is not as
good as the Demon Suppression Sword, But I built it by myself and have followed me for
more than 20 years.”

George Han smiled and nodded. If he didn’t want this sword, it is estimated that Qin
Shuang would not accept the Demon Sword.

Seeing George Han accept his sword. Qin Shuang smiled slightly and felt relieved: “Yes,
three thousand. We have to rest in the Forest of Hundred Beasts for seven days. Is that
enough?”



“Enough.” Seven days is actually not enough for George Han to adjust his body. But
George Han didn’t want to waste his time too much, after all, he still had a lot of things
waiting for him to do.

“Okay, then what do you want to eat every day, tell me, take a break after eating.” Qin
Shuang finished speaking, and with a stroke, a piece of gauze hung in the middle of the
two trees. She flew gently and landed on Above. Like a fairy, closed his eyes and rested.

George Han nodded, and retracted into his hay shop. Cultivate.

Three days later, George Han’s body began to gradually improve. During this period, in
addition to eating fish every day, George Han practiced meditation, although he relied
on the introductory mental method of the Void Sect to regulate his internal breath. Very
slow. But it couldn’t stand the power of the goods themselves, so they recovered much
faster than ordinary people.

Qin Shuang originally expected George Han to take at least half a month to walk
normally, but he didn’t expect it three days later. George Han can already jump, jump
and catch fish.

Qin Shuang’s grilled fish technique is also increasing day by day.

Next, George Han decided to teach Qin Shuangluoyu swordsmanship. At first, although
Qin Shuang didn’t reject the fact that George Han wanted to teach himself, it was
completely out of his current relationship with George Han. But bit the bullet and agreed,
after all, for Qin Shuang, what can George Han teach her?

Catch fish. George Han is better at cooking these things than her, but there are issues
such as cultivation…

But the law of true fragrance not only applies to the earth world, the world of Xuanyuan,
and even the world of all directions also exists, and it remains the same, becoming the
number one in the universe.

When Qin Shuang really learned the rain falling sword technique, her whole body was
shocked. This set of sword technique can be said to be extremely mysterious, and every
attack and defense is a top work. What surprised Qin Shuang even more was that as
long as he managed this sword technique, a very warm breath would penetrate his body.
Let her whole person’s spirit rise sharply.

In addition to this, when Qin Shuang was still practicing swordsmanship, he always felt
that there was another very faint breath that had been wandering all over his body. This
kind of breath gave her a strange impulse. She didn’t know what impulse it was, but the
only thing she could be sure of was that she wanted to be closer to George Han when
she was using the sword.

George Han also has this idea. If the original Qin Shuang is beautiful enough to seize
the soul of any man, then Qin Shuang’s beauty is even more terrifying when practicing



swordsmanship, even if George Han’s mood is unsteady. But there was also
astonishing turbulence.

This simply made George Han feel extremely guilty, it was the guilt he felt towards
Amelia Su.

Reason told George Han what he should do, but every time he saw Qin Shuang, his
sanity would be lost more and more, and he would even be pressured by impulse.

Putting away his swordsmanship, George Han was worried. When he turned around, he
suddenly got an unstable foot and fell straight down. Qin Shuang was also completely
immersed in the feeling just now, reflecting a little slower and trying to pull. In George
Han’s time, not only did the whole person fail to hold him, but he was directly brought
down and fell.

The two fell together heavily, and George Han pressed on Qin Shuang’s body.

Chapter 1710

Looking close at hand, Qin Shuang’s faintly sweaty but perfect face, and because of the
fall, the two were close to each other, and they could feel each other’s heartbeat and
breathing.

George Han was breathing fast, and Qin Shuang’s breathing was even more rapid.

There was a strong impulse in George Han. Qin Shuang’s face was flushed, and his
eyes closed slightly.

“stop!”

At this moment, an angry shout came.

The two looked back. At this time, Wu Yan led a group of disciples rushing to him, and
when he saw George Han pressing on Qin Shuang, Ye Gucheng, standing behind Wu
Yan, suddenly became angry.

He was very surprised to see Qin Shuang again. Then there was the guilt that
disappeared in a blink of an eye, and finally happiness, but when he saw George Han
pressing on Qin Shuang, his eyes were full of anger!

That is the goddess in my heart, how can I have such close contact with other men!

A group of Wu Wuzong disciples also gritted their teeth at this time, wishing to rectify
George Han on the spot.

They were ordered to look at the situation in the Forest of Hundred Animals. After the
change that day, after a group of disciples guarded for seven days, Wu Yan saw that the



forest of beasts under ban has no more strange phenomena since then. He was even
more confused. After thinking about it, he decided to bring a team of people to check
in. , What happened to the Forest of Animals?

By coincidence, they met George Han and Qin Shuang.

Ye Gucheng flew directly at this time, rushed to George Han with the momentum of Xun
Lei, kicked George Han away with one kick, and then pulled Qin Shuang up with
concern: “Sister Qin Shuang. Are you okay?”

Seeing Ye Gucheng beat George Han, Qin Shuang was very angry and broke away Ye
Gucheng’s hand, and went to see what happened to George Han in a panic.

Ye Gucheng’s hands were so embarrassingly volley, and his face was full of hatred. He
was ignored by Qin Shuang, and Qin Shuang was just for a waste. How could he bear
it? !

A gleam of cold flashed in his eyes, he stood up and walked towards George Han,
followed by another kick: “You rubbish slave, a disciple who dare to be frivolous, I will kill
you today, just to follow your example!”

After Ye Gucheng finished speaking, an attack in his hand immediately condensed. He
wanted George Han to die, this move. Almost his full strength.

“If you dare to kill him, I will kill you right away.” Qin Shuang also drew out his long sword
at this time and coldly stood in front of George Han. Killing in his eyes.

Ye Gucheng was even more angry. Qin Shuang not only ignored himself for the sake of
a rubbish. Even make yourself an enemy!

Why!

He is the most supreme newcomer of the Void Sect, the most outstanding young man,
Qin Shuang, a peerless beauty, should be worthy of himself, not the waste in front of
him.

“Enough.” At this time, Wu Yan said in time.

He didn’t want to see two excellent disciples killing each other, it was not good for Wu
Wuzong. Moreover, it was just for a mere waste of slaves.

When Wu Yan came over, he followed with a group of disciples behind him. The
disciples one by one looked like wolves and tigers. Seeing their eyes, it seemed that
George Han would be peeled off.

“Master of the Ordination Academy, you have also seen that the slave George Han tried
to belittle Senior Sister Qin Shuang. This is a capital crime.” Ye Gucheng received the
sword, stared at George Han and told Wu Yan.



Qin Shuang snorted coldly: “Why do you think he is frivolous to me. Can’t it be me
willing?”

When these words came out, a group of disciples were shocked, and Ye Gucheng was
about to explode in anger: “Qin Shuang, you…”

Qin Shuang was a well-known beauty in the Void Sect. Whether it was the main sect of
Void Sect or many foreign disciples, they all rushed to this fairy-like beauty. Don’t say
that you can’t get close to Fangze, just wanting to say a few more words with her is a
luxury.

But George Han’s waste slave could not only be so close to her. On the contrary…
Instead, Qin Shuang said that she was voluntary.

How can this be! Why can a trash get close to her!

Even if Qin Shuang is really not voluntary, but she wants to be in front of so many
people for him, saying that she is voluntary without caring about face, this kind of
treatment also makes everyone’s mentality explode!

Wu Yan also looked at Qin Shuang earnestly at this time, and said: “Shuang’er, you are
a potential disciple of the Void Sect. You must speak with a sense of measure.”

“Yeah, for a slave, is it appropriate for you to say this?” Ye Gucheng said.

“Uncle, it was indeed my willingness just now. It has nothing to do with George Han.”
Qin Shuang said in a serious tone.

“Qin Shuang!!!” Ye Gucheng shouted angrily: “You lied, how could you tell a slave… he
forced you, right? Are you threatened by him? If yes, I will kill him immediately. “

“I’ve said it. If you dare to kill George Han, I, Qin Shuang, will not kill you and swear not
to be a man.” Qin Shuang’s eyes were full of killing intent. The beautiful face is even
more frosty.

No one would doubt that Qin Shuang’s words at this time were just talking, she would
really do this!

Ye Gucheng was so angry that his whole body was trembling, in front of so many people,
Qin Shuang didn’t let himself down any steps!
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